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Ouachita Hills 
MAGABOOK CANVASS 

Completely memorize this page word-for-word  
 

INTRO 
Hi! My name is ___. We are students working on a scholarship project. Instead of junk food, we have 
something more lasting. I’ll let you take a look! 
 
SIMPLY FRESH offers you the latest information on healthy cooking. The meals are quick 
and easy to prepare. They’re low fat, low cholesterol, and taste great! 
 
THE GREAT CONTROVERSY covers the last 2,000 years of history from the Dark Ages to 
America’s role in current world events. It shows how Bible prophecies have been fulfilling and 
[Chapter 29] helps answer the question, “Why would a God of love allow so much sin and 
suffering?”  

OR 
THE GREAT CONTROVERSY follows the path of freedom from the dark ages to America’s role 
in current world events. It shows how men stood up for freedom, and died because of it. This 
book has helped thousands to understand today’s headlines in the light of Bible prophecy.  

 
PEACE ABOVE THE STORM helps you find freedom from worry, guilt, and fear.  It is a step-
by-step guide to not only gaining, but also maintaining a relationship with Jesus. 

 
PRINCE OF PEACE covers the life of Jesus from the Christmas story to the Easter story. 
It shows how He died for them and wants to be their best friend. 
 
DANIEL CHRONICLES is a compelling two-part documentary. Experts analyze ancient 
prophecies and show how they relate to our world today.  

 
CLOSE  
[This is the last part, but it’s the most important!] 
 
We are leaving the books on a donation basis. In a bookstore, a set like this would cost ____ 
dollars, but people have been helping us with just ____. We leave the books with you today with 
a receipt from the company.  My name goes on the bottom so you know which student you 
helped put through school.  We accept cash, check or credit.  Which works best for you? 

 
 

STEPS TO HAPPINESS 
They gave us a little book that helps with stress. Neighbors have been helping with just a few 
dollars. Whatever you give helps me go to school.  
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HABITS THAT HEAL takes a look at the habits of America’s longest-living people. It 
shares their secrets to weight loss, preventing diabetes, heart disease, and cancer.  
 
ANCIENT HEALTH examines 8 health habits that have helped thousands to enhance 
brain function and lengthen lifespan. You’ll learn to avoid the health mistakes of the 
Egyptians and eat like the gladiators.  

 
REAL HEROES this book tells the stories of the greatest Bible heroes of the Old 
Testament. They were men and women of true character. It teaches moral and character 
building lessons like obedience and respect for elders. 
 
KIDLICIOUS is a fun and delicious way to get kids excited about eating healthy.  They’ll 
love the pictures of every kid-tested recipe! [It also offers creative ideas for how to pack 
school lunches and has fun activities to teach kids more about the foods they eat.] 
 
LESSONS OF LOVE Is a beautiful devotional on the parables of Jesus. Its stress-relieving and 
inspiring stories will help you find strength to meet each day. 
 
PROMISE OF PEACEis like a harmony of the gospels, It takes Matthew, Mark, Luke, John 
and combines them into chapter form. 

 
THEODICY is an eye-opening, two-part documentary. It gives satisfying answers to the 
question, “If God is good, why is there pain and suffering?”  
 
BIBLE ANSWERS / YOUR QUESTIONS, GOD’S ANSWERS answers questions most 
commonly asked about the Bible, (turn to the Table of Contents) like “What happens after 
death? Is there a hell? How can I experience salvation?” [open book] Notice the questions 
are in red, and the answers are from the Bible. 

 
8 LAWS this DVD will make living a healthy life simple, painless and possible. Doctors 
present natural laws that lead to health and a happy life.  

 
 

Donation Ranges: 
 
Book	Units	 Book	Store	 Suggested	Donation	

Cookbook	(by	itself)	 $25	 $20-25	

One	Book	 $20	 $12-20	
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Two	Books	 $40	 $24-40	

Three	Books	 $60	 $36-60	

Four	Books	 $80	 $48-80	

Five	Books	 $100	 $60-100	

Six	Books	 $120	 $72-120	

Seven	Books	 $140	 $84-140	

Eight	Books	 $160	 $96-160	

Nine	Books	 $180	 $108-180	

Ten	Books	 $200	 $120-200	

Eleven	Books	 $220	 $132-220	

Twelve	Books	 $240	 $144-240	
 
If a cookbook is in the set, add $6 to the suggested donation. 
 


